
How the Oxford Bilingual 

School Dictionary: isiXhosa 

and English was made 



Step 1: Research what teachers and 

learners want 

In 2010, Richard Bowker (on behalf  of  Oxford) asked 78 isiXhosa and English teachers 

in the Eastern Cape, Western Cape, Gauteng and Free State what they wanted in a 

bilingual isiXhosa dictionary. 



Step 2: Propose and plan the 

dictionary 



Step 3: Build isiXhosa corpus 

IsiXhosa textbooks and literature published by 

Oxford were used as part of  the isiXhosa 

corpus built by Consulting Editor-in-Chief  

Professor Gilles-Maurice de Schryver. The 

corpus was essential for the choice of  isiXhosa 

headwords and example sentences. 



Step 4: Develop English framework 

Editor-in-Chief  Mary Reynolds developed the English framework using the Oxford South 

African Illustrated School Dictionary as the base structure. 



Step 5: Translate and edit English 

framework 

Two of  the translation team 

members, Linda Nelani and 

Fumanekile Dyubhele, discuss 

translation options while 

studying the corpus in 

TshwaneLex. Editor Dr Sydney 

Zotwana's work followed over 

several months. 



Step 6: Prepare the isiXhosa 

headword list 

Consulting Editor-in-Chief  Professor Gilles-Maurice de Schryver trains the team on the 

principles of  Nguni-language lemmatisation, a crucial part of  making the headword list. 



Step 7: Compile the isiXhosa entries 

At the 

compilation 

training 

workshop led 

by Consulting 

Editor-in-Chief  

Professor 

Gilles-Maurice 

de Schryver: 

Compilers 

Nelisa Sipamla, 

Fumanekile 

Dyubhele, and 

Linda Nelani, 

together with 

Megan Hall, 

Judith Hibbin, 

and Mary 

Reynolds. 



Step 8: Edit the isiXhosa entries 

Wendy Walton edited the isiXhosa entries after they had 

been compiled, while Athalie Crawford checked and 

commented on some headword translations. 



Step 9: Develop, edit and translate 

curriculum entries 

Editor-in-chief  Mary Reynolds and 

curriculum terminology expert and 

translator Dr Vuyokazi Nomlomo discuss 

Maths and Science terminology in isiXhosa. 



Step 10: Design the dictionary entries 

and the cover 

Designer Peter Burgess made the dictionary entries clear and easy to use, while Cecile Steenkamp 

designed the new dictionary's cover. 



Step 11: Develop and edit study 

pages 

Editor-in-Chief  Mary Reynolds developed 

extensive study pages to complement the 

dictionary entries, with the help of  Dr 

Vuyokazi Nomlomo, Judith Hibbin and Ntsiki 

Ntusikazi. 



Step 12: Typesetting the dictionary 

Typesetter Tommy Bell, working 

in XPP, typeset the 

A-Z entries, while Peter Burgess 

and Ingrid Richards did the 

extra matter in InDesign. 



Step 13: Proofreading and checking 

page proofs 

Ntsiki Ntusikazi together with Dr 

Sindiswa Stofile proofread the isiXhosa 

text, while Celia Slater proofread the 

English text. Ntsiki also played a wider 

editorial role. 



Step 14: The printed dictionaries 

arrive in the warehouse! 

Excitement as team members see the printed 

dictionary for the first time – after four years 

of  development. 



Step 15: Getting feedback from 

teachers 

Reviewers from PanSALB, the Western 

Cape and Eastern Cape Departments of  

Basic Education, teachers and schools 

have told Oxford what they think of  the 

dictionary. 




